University of Rochester Debate Union
2015-16 Awards Summary

Bard College - Sept. 19-20, 2015
*Semifinalists:* Syed Reefat Aziz and Ben Frazer (1st seed)
*Quarterfinalists:* Lindsay Wrobel and Katelyn Offerdahl (11th seed)
*Speaker Awards:*
Syed Reefat Aziz - 3rd
Ben Frazer - 6th

Rutgers University-Newark - Sept. 25-27, 2015
*JV Quarterfinalists:* Cedric Bonsol (w/ Andres Monclut of Rutgers-Newark)
*Novice Octofinalists:* Matthew Lyskawa and Margeaux Kelly
*Speaker Awards:*
JV: Cedric Bonsol - 7th
Novice: Matthew Lyskawa - 1st
Novice: Margeaux Kelly - 5th

*Novice Quarterfinalists:* Matthew Lyskawa and Margeaux Kelly
*Speaker Awards:*
JV: Cedric Bonsol - 3rd
Novice: Matthew Lyskawa - 10th

*Semifinalists:* Ben Frazer and Graeme McGuire (3rd seed)
*Speaker Awards:*
Ben Frazer - 3rd
Derick Rossell - 6th

University of Vermont - Nov. 7-8, 2015
*Worlds Finalists:* Miriam Kohn and Chris Perkins
*Worlds Semi-finalists:* Ben Frazer and Graeme McGuire
*Policy Novice Finalists:* Margeaux Kelly and Matthew Lyskawa
*Policy Varsity Semi-finalists:* Tobi Abubakare and Cedric Bonsol
*Speaker Awards:*
Worlds: Miriam Kohn - 3rd
Worlds: Chris Perkins - 8th
Policy Varsity: Cedric Bonsol - 5th

Cornell University - Feb. 13-14, 2016
*Policy Novice Finalists:* Margeaux Kelly and Emmani Karra
*Policy Varsity Semi-finalists:* Tobi Abubakare and Cedric Bonsol
*Spanish Speaking Worlds Semi-finalists:* Andres Ollarvez and Dan Gomez
*Worlds Novice Quarterfinalists:* Mark Tantarelli and Tom Borchart
*Worlds Novice Quarterfinalists:* Sakhile Mathunjwa and Derick Rossell
*Speaker Awards:*
Policy Novice: Margeaux Kelly - 1st
Policy Novice: Emmani Karra - 2nd
Policy Varsity: Tobi Abubakare - 3rd
Policy Varsity: Cedric Bonsol - 4th
Worlds Varsity: Miriam Kohn - 5th
Worlds Varsity: Chris Perkins - 6th

**NDT Qualifier - Binghamton University - Feb. 26-28, 2016**
*Novice: Margeaux Kelly and Naomi Rutagama*
*Speaker Awards:*
Novice: Margeaux Kelly - 5th

**Novice Nationals - West Virginia University - Mar. 4-6, 2016**
*Policy Quarterfinalists: Syed Reefat Aziz and Bethany Gardner (3rd seed)*
*Speaker Awards:*
Policy Novice: Bethany Gardner - 3rd
Policy Novice: Syed Reefat Aziz - 6th